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Rise of kingdoms commander guide minamoto

Rarity: Legendary Japan | Cavalry Warlord Kamakura | Peacekeeping | SkillThon Minamoto is not Yoshitsune great? The cheapest legendary commander for early play - only $0.99 Extremely versatile is good for early, mid- and even late play. Minamoto no Yoshitsune's SkillsSkillTypeDescriptionUpgradesKyohachiryu Active Deals directly damages the target and has a 50%
chance of tasking additional goal damage every second within the next 2 seconds. Direct damage factor600 / 800 / 1000 / 1200 / 1400Additional damage200 / 280 / 360 / 480 / 600That is the main bread and butter Minamoto skill. This is where most of his outgoing damage comes from. It causes direct damage to one target, up to 2,600 losses in total in 2 seconds. Because of the
75% chance in PvP, you tend to get this proc a lot because the battles are not over in an instant, so it's a very valuable pro. Play Growth Kingdoms on PC to fully enjoy the game! It's a crazy skill that makes Minamoto no Yoshitsune great for even free players! Obviously, if you're going to get Minamoto, don't unlock it past the first skill until you get that skill at level
5.SkillTypeDescriptionUpgradesTrial in Kurama-dera Passive Increase The speed of the cavalry's march units and attack. Cavalry March Speed Bonus3% / 4.5% / 6% / 8% / 10% Cavalry Attack Bonus10% / 12% / 14% / 16% / 20% Very standard skill, but also very nice. A 10% speed mark that's always good for the cavalry and then another 20% bonus attack, which is pretty
crazy. Ottoman civilization is definitely good to have if your main focus is cavalry nuking. Defense and health can help, but you really want to maximize what you are good at in this game! So if you're going to the Cavalry, you want to attack power-ups because it directly affects the bonus damage skill that you have in the game. SkillTypeDescriptionUpgrades Master of passive
Kendo increases the damage done to barbarians by troops led by this commander. Bonus damage to barbarians10% / 20% / 30% / 40% / 50%50% damage to barbarians is actually very huge. So good for forts, barbarians, Keorak, bosses and all PvE content. We can see that Minamoto seems to be very good at both PvP and PvE.SkillTypeDescriptionUpgradesPortovar passive
troops normal attack has a 10% chance of increasing the damage taken by the target over the next 3 seconds. The effect can only be called once every 5 seconds. Damage increased by 10% / 15% / 20% / 25% / 30%If you can get skills that will be called either from the primary or secondary commander in pairs. Another 30 bonuses for damage (including both skill and troop
damage) is a crazy bonus. The damage is causing the target, it's not just on the basis of your commander, so if you've attacked a target with multiple armies and that skill is triggered, then you have a few skills propped up on target, it stacks with everything else that hits the target. Super effective on the battlefield.10 percent seems low, but you tend to struggle for quite some time,
so it's wakes entirely Kiwami Expertise Deals Direct Loss (Damage Factor 1400) to goal and has a 75% chance of additional damage (Factor damage 600) to goal every second for the next 2 seconds. [/wps_table] Basically it increases the chance of first-time high from 50% to 75%, that's a lot! Play Growth Kingdoms on PC to fully enjoy the game! I definitely recommend getting
this commander maxed out if you want to basically focus on it (or you don't have enough resources to focus on anyone else)How should I use Minamoto? You can use it in any cavalry dispactch. – He is great, as the primary commander, or a secondary commander. - Great for nuking a single purpose and raiding enemies of agriculture resources. You can also use it in mixed troop
shipments. Both the primary and secondary positions are great. During an early game and in the middle of the game, when you don't have a great archer commander, you can use it as well. However, it is better to use him as a secondary commander for archer commander. &amp;Level Advanced PriorityKeep's advanced training ⭐ 1.1 despite the fact that you max out his first skill.
If you don't want to spend a lot of money on it, just bring it down to 4 years⭐ not important now. If you⭐t willing to spend some money on it, upgrade it to 2 max with ⭐ 2st skill and get it to 4⭐. If you don't plan to use it in the future as the primary commander, you can stop wasting XP on it. Minamoto no Yoshitsune Talent TreeBest General open field Talent Tree for MinamotoThis
tree talent is pretty well optimized. It's great for attacking other players of other cities, other targets, and Ark players Osiris on the open field. You have almost every March speed here. I use this build with Saladin, but it also works well with almost other commanders. Note the talent of Latent Power, it increases the damage of additional damage. Since Saladin has no additional
damage, I only give latent power 1 point. But if your secondary commander has a lot of extra damage, such as Pelaghius, Frederick, Osman, etc., you want to maximize that talent. So this is the best overall build that can be used in an open field, rather than leveling with commanders who have a lot of additional damage. Nuking Minamoto Talent TreeThe is a hardcore, complete
talent tree for Minamoto.We still have an Emblazoned shield here that provides reduced damage to skill. It's like a must-have talent for any PvP build you have on the battlefield for a cavalry commander. We have latent power, the most noodling damage in the game. Connect it with Frederick, Pelaghius, Osman or any commander who has a crazy extra damage factor bonus.
Peacekeeping MinamotoIf you want to use Minamoto no Yoshitsune as a peacekeeping commander or if you want its as the main commander of the second dispatch, this talent tree is very worth trying. This maximizes the most outgoing damage possible for neutral units, while providing great march speed and the highest damage to skill.ParingPvP ParingPvP commanders
ParingsGenghis Khan: Best commander in the game for the Cavalry. He got the biggest nuclear damage in the game for the cavalry commander. It's golden paring. You can use either as the primary commander. It doesn't matter much. Cao Cao: Excellent replacement for Chingis khan If you don't have one. It's a quality paring that will never go away. Saladin: He would be a great
choice when we are in the open field. He also makes troops tankier because of his crowd control skills, which reduce enemy healing and reduce the damage to the skill you take. Pelaghius: They synergize together so well. It gives you more rage and some healing effects. It synergizes very well with the latent power skill of the skill tree mentioned above. It is recommended to use it
before you max out your Cao Cao or Cingis khan. YSG: He's always a good pairing for anyone as a secondary commander. With the exception of his 2nd skill, others work very well with any type of nuking commander. You will never be disappointed. Alexander: He has a lot of great skills for infantry units. His expertise really synergizes well with Minamoto's fourth skill, so there's a
lot of damage reduction and increased damage. They can deal with seriously significant damage. Osman: Another great cheap option for the secondary slot. He is by far the best epic nuker in the game and much stronger when combined with Minamoto due to his additional damage factors. Commander Mastery Series: Minamoto no Yoshitsune - Samurai WarlordGuide shared
Dragonthien CommentsWorks as described. Passive skill Increase the speed of the march of cavalry units by x% and attack by x%. Preview update: Cavalry March Speed Bonus: 3% / 4.5% / 6% / 8% / 10% Cavalry Attack Bonus: 10% / 12% / 14% / 16% / 20%CommentsWorks as described. Passive skill increases the damage done to barbarians by troops led by this commander
on x%. Update Preview: Barbarian Damage Bonus: 10% / 20% / 30% / 40% / 50%CommentsWorks as described. A conventional attack by passive skill troops has a 10% chance of increasing the damage done by the target by x% over the next 3 seconds. The effect can only be called once every 5 seconds. Update Preview: The damage taken increased by: 10% / 15% / 20% /
25% / 30% CommentsThen debaff works as a harm bonus for anyone who attacks the target. So, it's a weight contribution with the number of attacking armies. Tweaked: KyohachiryuSecurity of direct loss deal examination (1400 damage factor) to goal and has a 50% chance of additional damage (600 damage factor) to goal every second for the next 2 seconds. With an
examination of direct loss deals (Factor damage 1400) to the target and has a 75% chance of additional damage (600 damage factor) to the target every second for the next 2 seconds. CommentsWorks as described. If some skill terms are unclear, I have a list of major combat variables. Recommended Roles (Primary/Secondary) Pure CavalrySingle Nuker (P/S) Збиральник
Мисливезь (P/S) Змьзань вийськаSingle Чьльова Nuker (P/S) Чистий Чистий Target Nuker (p/S)Barbaric Assassin (P/S)Posits KeyP= Strong Talent Tree for Primary Position. P = The talent working tree for the main position.p = Has only one strong talent tree path, so only a primary fit for early play is suitable. S = Good in secondary position (hint, they all are)Alignment and
skills up prioritiesVarion: You can't use universal sculptures to tip Minamoto. You are only allowed to use his sculptures with VIP chests. Wrestling: Keep at 1 star until 1st skill is maxed out. If you don't plan on spending more on Minamoto, upgrade it to 4 stars now. If you only plan to use it as a secondary, then stop leveling it. If it is primary, continue to level as far as your goals
require. If you plan to spend more, then take it to 2 stars and max out its 2nd skill (or as much as your spending allows). Then upgrade it to 4 stars and max out his remaining skills. Once you press 4 stars, you can stop aligning Minamoto if you only plan to use it as a secondary. If it is primary, continue to level as far as your goals require. Have you ever wanted to play Rise of the
Kingdoms on your computer? Download it for free with BlueStacks.PairingsSingle Target NukerMinamoto ⇄ Cao Cao Pure Cavalry or Mixed TroopsKaesar + Minamoto Pure Cavalry or Mixed TroopsMinamoto ⇄ Frederic Pure Cavalry or Mixed TroopsMinamoto ⇄ Yi Mixed Troops, Pure Cavalry or Pure ArchersMinamoto ⇄ Pelagia Pure Cavalry or Mixed TroopsMinatoto ⇄ Pure
Cavalry or Mixed Troops Minamoto ⇄ Baybar Pure Cavalry or Mixed TroopsOb'⇄ Khao Khao Pure CavalryMinamoto ⇄ Pelagius Pure CavalryMinamoto ⇄ White Cavall Minam ⇄ Baibars Pure CavalryMinamoto ⇄ Lancelor Pure CavalryMinamoto ⇄ Dragon Lancer Pure CavalryBarian KillerE is good at syling with most commanders to kill barbarians. However, other barbarians kill
commanders, usually a couple better: Lohar, Belisarias, Boudica and Cao Cao.Talent Tree BuildsI have yet to look into the talent tree in any real depth. So until I do, the Rhony legend was kind enough to give me permission to use his schemes. Legend Renee Minamoto Full Nuker BuildLegend Rhony Minamoto Cavalry BuildLegend Rhony Minamoto Nuker + Alignment
BuildBeware Commander AdviceI when it comes to comparing commanders, approach any advice with a healthy dose of skepticism. This game is particularly difficult to evaluate commanders. There are two main reasons for this: the frantic cost of maximum commanders. Basic combat formulas include so many variables, and many descriptions of skills are unclear how they fit
into it. In other games where you can experience more commanders first hand, there may be some real value in anecdotal experiences. When you can only support a few commanders, all you have to go is how they interact with other armies of different forces, along with watching other people's armies in the same way. This is the birthplace of a lot of misinformation. This does not
mean that there are no smart people with advice out there. Just that much of what you hear will be nothing more than speculation. How I rate the reliability of comparisons (approach with your newfound skepticism): Testing is done in properly controlled conditionsMake with some serious math. Testing is done against barbarians or other players not at identical levels of research,
etc. anecdotal impressions. Hearsay.Guesswork.I tried to base a lot of what I do from number 2 on this list. I spent a lot of time combing each commander while creating my commander-level calculator list. I too made a lot of errors of judgement as well though. So sprinkle my words with the same skepticism (but maybe I get extra points for reliability if you feel generous). I hope
you've got some value out of this guide. My analysis will never be perfect, so please leave your thoughts in the comments section below. With sufficient discussion, it will be a valuable resource in itself. Take the score commander below lightly. They are intended only as a crude benchmark. How points were calculatedThink points are based on the overall power scores in the
calculator of the commander level list (which has its limitations). However, instead of scoring them only with their skills, their overall scores rank relative to each other. Here they are placed on a scale of 0 to 10. On this scale, 0 is 0, and 10 is the highest score of the commander's contribution in this list of levels. But it's not all linear. To keep the scores comparable, I had to prevent
the highest commanders in some level lists from distorting it. To do this, from points from 0 to 9 linear, and then the outlets are compressed in 9 to 10 on their own linear scale. Then there was also the question of how to compare the legendary with other commanders, as they are much harder to max out. To stop them from unfairly overshadowing epics more than they should,
legendary commanders on average: Score given = (2 x max legendary score + 1 x 5/1/1/1 legendary score) / 3So, if you have maxed legendary, they will rank higher in relation to the scores given here for epics. But as an alternative, if they are 5/1/1/1 or slightly higher, then epics will rate higher than they are here. For a better image, check the original scores in the commander
level list calculator. If you liked this guide, sign up for our email list for exclusive tips and updates. Page 2Load growth kingdoms for PC / MACHave you ever wanted to play the rise of kingdoms on your PC? There are countless reasons people prefer to play Rise of the Kingdoms on their computer. Some like the full experience on the big screen. Others do this for better control
they have over their armies during battles. And others still prefer higher performance of their computer compared to their phone. I personally enjoy convenience, I'm already using a computer. Whatever your reasons, it's super easy to set up with emulators. My favorite favorite Blue drains. With over 500,000 people already playing Growth Kingdoms on BlueStacks, you'll be in good
company. Full disclosure: This is an affiliate link. If you download RoK through it, we'll get a commission while keeping the download free. Thank you in advance to those who help support this blog at the link. How to download BlueStacks1. Download and run the installer. Download BlueStacks 4If you already have BlueStacks installed, follow the link to open Rise of kingdoms in
BlueStacks.2. Sign in with your Google IDYo should only do this once after installing BlueStacks. If you don't already have a Google ID, you can create it for free very quickly.3 Install Rise of the KingdomIf you went through the link above, this page should automatically open for you. Then you just have to click Install. If not, you can enter it in the search bar.4. Open rise of kingdoms
and enjoy! Once it's finished installing, you can click on the icon on the My Apps tab and you're ready to go. You can start a new account or sign in to an existing account to continue. Download Growth Kingdoms for PC/MACMy Experience Using BlueStacksI should recognize much of my experience using BlueStacks has been with other games. I tried a few other emulators, but
BlueStacks always gave me the best results. As an iPhone user, Rise of Kingdoms thwarted my attempts to play on BlueStacks. But in my desperation to get back on BlueStacks I just made the switch to Android. So I'll be able to show you all my favorite uses soon. As far as the Kingdom's productivity growth goes, I've heard mixed reports of multiple emulators. There seems to be
a common problem with in-game chat. Once opened, it will crash the game. BlueStacks seems to have fixed this glitch for the most part in one of its latest updates. However, if you like me and basically use Discord, that's not really a problem. SupportPersing the benefits for BlueStacks is their drive record server. It manages bluestacks themselves, with a community of advanced
BlueStacks users. If you have any questions or concerns, this is a great place to start. Not only do they have an unofficial support channel, but they also have the ability to fast-track support tickets that you submit so they're seen much faster. All you have to do is give the ticket number to one of the mods. They also have their own Rise of Kingdoms channel in their discord. Even
more reason to join. Even if you're not using BlueStacks.Alternatively, you can always leave a comment or send me a message if you're having trouble with BlueStacks. I'm always happy to help where I can. Now you have to be equipped with everything you need to play Rise of kingdoms on your computer. I would love to hear your to get more out of BlueStacks. Please share how
you use BlueStacks in the comments. Full disclosure: This post contains affiliate links. If you download RoK through it, we'll get a commission while keeping downloading the download Thank you in advance to those who help support this blog at the link. If you liked this guide, sign up for our email list for exclusive tips and updates. Update.
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